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A Pacific Bell customer, \Vilson Ogg. brought this complaint because he suspects 

that the company has blurred the lines between installation work and repair work and 

that it is systematically charging customers incorrettly. Mr. Ogg's suspicions stern from 

experience he has had observing Pacific HeWs work while instalting and repairing lines 

at his Berkeley property, which is both his residence and a rental property. The fOCllS of 

his complaint involves Pacific Bell's billing and coHeclion practices related to 

installation and repair activities that occurred at Mr. Ogg's residence on March 24, 1995. 

\Ve do not find evidence to support the suggestion that Pacific Bell deliberately tried to 

mislead, overcharge or intimidate Mr. Ogg. Nor, based on the limited r('(ord of this 
. 

proceeding, can we condude that Pacific Bell has a company practice or a suspicious 

pattern of overcharging or mischarging customers (or installation and repair work. \Ve 

find, however, that some of Pacific Bell's estimation, confirmation, billing and collection 

practices could foster confusion on the part of consun\crs and we order the company to 

take several steps to make it tess likely thatclistomers will be confused in the (uture. 

Background 

Sometime prior to March 24,1995, Mr. Ogg ordered the installation of a new 

telephone line (or his residence. Thereafrer, he received a confirmation letter staling that 
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the connection charge would be $34.75. Often, these installations can be completed 

without sending a technician to the site. However, on March 24, Bobby Cabesas (a 

Pacific Ben technician) came to Mr. Ogg's house to install the new line at the point of 

interconnection outside the house. Mr. Ogg sa}'s he carefully tried 10 avoid having Mr. 

Cabesas enter his home out of concern that 1\1r. Ogg would then be charged for inside 

wiring work. However, Mr. Cabesas did e\'entually enter the house and performed 

some work on jacks. 

These two individuals disagree as to what Mr. Cabesas did while inside the 

house and why he did it. Mr. Cabesas says that he entered the residence with Mr. Ogg 

to check the new line for dial tone and discovered that there was none.l,,1r. Ogg says 

that there was dial tone, but there was also static on the line. The jack at which Mr. Ogg 

wanted the new line to terminate was to the lelt of a jack for an existing line.h-lr. 

Cabesas says that Mr. Ogg asked to have the new line provide dial tone through the 

jack on the left and that he informed the customer Ihat it would cost $75 to instaH an 

initial jack and $25 tot each subsequent jack. 1\{r. Ogg says that Mr. Cabesas removed 

the eXisting jack and determined that the problem with the new line was actually the 

result of a short in the wires for the existing line. The existing line was covcced by an 

inside wiring repair plan, so Mr. Ogg says that he expected the repairs necessary to 

enable the new line to function properly would result in no extra charge. 

1\1r. Cabesas says that after he determined that the new line \\'as functioning 

properly, Mr. Ogg asked him to install an additional jack in another room for the new 

line. Mr Cabesas reports that he suggested replacing the existing single jack with a 

double jack. He says he informed Mr. Ogg that the installation charge would be $3 for 

materials and $25 for labor. Mr. Ogg says that he had merely asked the technician ho\\' 

much it would cost to replace a single jack \\tith a double jack and that the t{'('hnici~n 

informed him that the cost would be $3. Regardless, Mr. Cabesas performed the jack 

replacement. 

Mr. Cabesas says that before performing the additional work, he lilled out a 

Statement of Labor (orm, indicating that there would be an additional labor charge of 

$100, and that Mr. Ogg initialed the (orm before the technician performed the work. Mr. 
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Ogg says that l\'tr. Cabesas handed him a blank form to sign, and only did so after the 

work was done. He states that after signing the form, Mr. Cabesas filled in the numbers, 

handed Mr. Ogg a copy, and lelt. Regardless of the order in which this occurred, the 

form which Mr. Ogg signed indicated that there would be an additional labor charge of 

$100. 

Several days later, Mr. Ogg received a second confirmation Jetter, showing that 

the Service Connection Charges would total $37.75 ($34.75 for residential service and $3 

for a jack). This information was prominently displayed on the s«ond page of a (our 

page fetter. The confirmation fcUer did not include the labor charges, although the 

(olio wing two sentences appeared in a nott-proinirtent manner mote than half way 

down the next page, after several paragraphs describing Universal Lifcline Telephone 

Service and befoie a sentence about inside wiring plans: 

"If you have ordered installation or rearrangement of inside 
wire from Pacific Bell, labor charges arc not shown. They 
will be provided by your installer during the visit.1I 

\Vhen Mr. Ogg received this fetter, it confirmed his assunlption that he would 

not be charged labor (or the work done in his house, especially since he was under the 

impression that the inside wiring work would have been covered by his Inside \Vire 

Repair Plan contract. Thus, whel\ he subsequently received the first bill (or his riew line, 

he did not agree with all of the charges. TI\e bill totaled $186.97 and included a charge 

of $137.75 for the installation of his new line and jacks. Mr. Ogg called Pacific Bell to 

complain. In addition., he did not pay his bill when it was due. Pacific Bell responded on 

May 23., 1995., by sending him a Jetter staling that he owed $186.97 and emphasized, in 

capital letters that if his payment was not received, his telephone would be 

disconneded. In the following two sentences, in type that is not capitalized, Pacific Bell 

states, "(t)his amount due ma}' include charges (or enhanced services. Withholding 

amounts due solely (or these services will not stop your basic service." Later in the 

telter, lIsing type that was not capitalized and was contained in the middle of a Jonger 

paragraph, Pacific Bell informed Mr. Ogg that lithe California Public Utilities 

Commission has ordered that basic service \\'i1l not be disconnected for non-payment of 
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other services such as voice, maill electronic mail, voice store and forward, fax stOre and 

forward, directory advertising, and inside wire installation that may be included in the 

I Amount Due'." The notke did not break down the charges to identify those that would 

result in discolU1C'Clion if left unpaid and which would not. 

On June 21 1995, Mr. Ogg responded to this notice by sending a chC'Ck for $171.11 

(the amount of the original, disputed bill) to the Commission to initiate an inforn\al 

complaint. of this total, the actual amount in dispute was $100, representing the charge 

for installation of an original jack and an additional jack. Nonetheless, Mr. Ogg received 

a second disconnection notice (tom Pacific Bell on July 8,1995. In response to this 

notice, Mr. Ogg sent a check to the Commission for $112.25and initiated a second 

informal complaint. Pacific ScUlater notified the Commission that it had resolved the 

first complaint and acknowledged that it sent the second discOlmecHon notice by 
mistake. The Commission returned both checks to Mr. Ogg, who filed this formal 

complaint on October 12, 1995. 

Discussion 

Mr. Ogg accuses Pacific BeB of adopting and implementing a policy of charging 

customers non-regulated rates (or regulated work. Specifically, he argues that Pacific 

Dell charges its cllstomers for an inside wiring instal1ation (a competitive, unregulated 

activity) when it is merely activating new service (at the time, a monopoly, regulated 

activity). 

\Vhen Pacific Bell sends a technician to the customers' site to perform regulated 

installation or repair work, that technician is also ready and abJe to perform inside 

wiring install,ltion work. This is understandable as a practical matter, since it is 

reasonable to expect that a customer may discover that he or she wants additional wor.k 

done, once the technician has come to the site. In such circumstances, it might be 

inconvenient (or both the cllstomer and the telephone company to insist that any 

additional work be done on a separate occasion. Mr. Ogg strongly suspects that Pacific 

Dell takes advantage of this situation by having its technicians "create" a need (or inside 

wiring work by persuading the customer to allow the technician to enter the home and 

check the wiring. Mr. Ogg reports that his suspicions have been confirmed in 
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com'Clsations he has had with Pacific Bell managers and other employees. In addition, 

Mr. Ogg accuses Pacific Bell of charging for inside wiring installation work when it is 

merely performing repair work which, in his casc, would be covered by a service 

agreement. 

Installation Charges 

Mr. Ogg is not seeking anylhing for himself in this complaint. Instead he is 

asking us to order Pacific Bell to cease and desist (rom the alleged inappropriate 

conduct and to order refunds to any customers tha t may have been overcharged as a 

result of these practices. His concern is most directly prompted by the two labor charges 

that wetc included on his bi1l: $75 for the installation of an initial jack and $25 (Or the 

installation of a subsequent jack. 

The first charge relates to the original scrvke request: the provision of dial tone 

to a jack located to the left of an existing line. Mr. Ogg lives in the building where he 

was requesting service, but he also has various tenants in the complex at the same 

location. He reports that there is a sizable an~ frequently-changing need for telephone 

lines at this location. To serve this need and to increase the availability of lines in the 

neighborhood I Pacific Bell had run a thick cable to Mr. Ogg's t>roperty. The box 

attached to the end of the cable on Mr. Ogg's property would enable PacifiC Bell to tic 

down as many as 50 different telephone lines. 

According to Mr. Cabesas, when he arrived to provide Mr. Ogg's new service, 

1-.1r. Ogg told him which wires should be tied down in order to provide dial tone to the 

jack in question. Mr. Cabesas testified that he tied down the requested wires, but found 

that there was no dial tone available at the jack. Mr. egg rec.111s the e\'ents differently. 

He states that the requested tie-down did produce a dial tone, but that there was static 

on the line. Mr. Cabesas stated that he rcsflOnded to the aUeged lack of dial tone by 

opening the jack and placing a device on the wircs that generates a tone. By then going 

back to the box outside of the house, he states he was able to trace the tone to the 

appropriate pair of wires and then tic down those wires, completing the connedion. He 

reports that in this way, he was able to deliver dial tone to the requested jack. Mr. Ogg 

stales that none of this happened and that Mr. Cabesas creared the alleged static by 
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repairing a problem in the wires leading to an existing telephone line. If the facts were 

as Mr. Ogg remembers them, then Pacific Bell should not have charged him for the 

labor, since the repair work would have been co\'eted by an existing service conlract. If 

the facts were as Mr. Cabesas remembers them, then the charge would only be 

appropriate if the work that he did is reasonably defined as "installing" a jack. 

However, even accepting Pacific Be1l's interpretation of what look place, the jack was in 

place plior to its technician's arrival. Pacific Bell did not change the wires Or put any 

new equipment in place. The \\'ork that it performed was directly related to delivering a 

dial tone across existing wires to an eXisting jack. This relates to the initiation of service 

and not to the installation of inside wiring. 

Pacific Bell has charged for work it did not do, which raises the concern that the 

utility may have done so in other instances, as well. lVe will dir<x:t the Consumer 

Services Division to review Pacific Bell service and billing records to deterl'nine whether 

or not there is a pattern of such miS(harging and report back to us within 180 days. If 

the Consumer Services Division reports such a pattern, we will institute an 

investigation to consider other evidence and to pursue appropriate remedies. 

The remaining contested portion of the biH is the $25 charge for pulling wires to 

add the new line at a second existing jack location. It is appropriate (or Pacific Bell to 

charge for this work, since Mr. Cabesas did change the wiring. However, since this was 

actually the first and only jack installation, a $75 charge would ha\'e been appropriate. 

ExpJaining th~ Boundaries Between Installation, Repair and Service Initiation 

Once a Pacific Ben technician is at a customer's service site, he or she can provide 

sen'ices that were not part of the original order. The additional services may be of a 

different type than those originally requested. What began as the initiation of new 

regulated sen'ice may eventually include inside wiring work, which is a competitive, 

untariffed offering. It makes sense for the technicians to be prepared to do whatever is 

needed to give customers the telephone service that they \\'ant. However, thts dual role 

provides opportunities for competitive advantage and (or abuse. That is why the 

Commission requires Pacific Bell to inform its customers that, for some aspects of their. 

service, they can hire a competitor, or do the work themselves. Howc\'er, the fc<ord in 
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this complaint demonstrates that there is still potential for customers to be left llncertain 

about their rights and obligations. the nature of the work that needs to be done (as to 

whether or not it is inside wiring work) and the charges that will apply. 

In terms of the knowledge about the distinction between regulated and 

unregulated services, Mr. Ogg is not an average customer. He is an attorney and 

frequently oversees the commencement of serviCe on his property. However., the rtXord 

shows that he was not able to understand where Pacific Bell was drawing the line 

beh\'ccn inside wiring and servi~e initiation., between competitive offerings and 

regulated services, between installation and repair. lVe could hardly expect the average 

customer to make more sense of these distinctions under simHar circumstances. lVe will 

require Pacific Bell to work with our Telecommunications Division and the Public 

Advisor's Gttice to develop a better way to corllmunicate these distinctions. Perhaps 

part of the answer will involve developing a single sheet of paper with all of the 

regulated, flat-charge o((erings on one side and aU of the competitive activities and 

charges listed on the other and a dear labeling of which is which. \Ve will ask Pacific 

Bell to report back to us with its proposal, in this docket, within 60 days. 

Disconnedion Notice 

\Ve are also troubled by the wording of the company's disconnection notice. 

Pacific Bell is not allowed to discOlmed a custon\er's basic service for failure to pay 

charges for enhanced services or inside wiring work. There is an opportunity for 

cllstont('r confusion because charges of all three types are often lumped together in a 

single bill. Although a careful reading of all of the language in the notice should inform 

the cllstomer that he or she may need only pay some of the overdue charges in order to 

avoid disconnection, there ate challenges. A quick reading of the disconnection notice 

provides an opposite impression. In capital letters, the customer is informed of the total 

amount due and that "if your payment has not bcen received or charges disputed" by a 

certain date, service will be disconnccted. In smaller type, the notice says that 

withholding amounts due solely for enhanced services will not stop basic scrvke. Later, 

there is language that adds other things, such as inside wiring charges, to this list. This 

information is provided in regulatory terms, not in common English. Yet, even if the 
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customer knows what this means, there is no way for the customer to know, by reading 

the notice, whether some or all of the past due charges fit in this category. 

The disconnection notice could be made signHicantl}t dearer. For instance, it 

could state that "our records show that $(total) is nm\,' due on your account. Of this 

amount, $ (subtotal) refle<:ls charges for basic telephone service. If }four payment of 

$(subtotal) is not received, or disputed, by (a certain date), your service will be 

temporarily disconnected." \Ve will direct Pad(ic BeB to work with the Commission's 

Public Advisor to develop tlew wording (or this notke and submit proposed new notice 

language to this Conul1ission by advice leUer within 90 days. 

Conlinl\3.tion letter 

As dis<:ussed earliet, Pacific Bell au toni:aticaIly sends a confirmation letter to 

customers ordering new service. In the Cllrrent ~ase, since Mr. Ogg supplemented his 

order on-site by requesting a new jack plate, Pacific Bell sent out a new confirmation 

leiter after the \'lork was completed. This proceSs is automated. The technician punches 

certain information into a hand held computer while still in the field. The information is 

reJayed to the home office where it is llSed to generate a confirmation letter and update 

bilJing records. 

The portion of the confirmation tetter at issue, here, reads as (ol1ows: 

SERVICE CONNECfION CHARGES 

Telephone Quantity 
Number 

Description 

Residence Scrvice Flat Rate 

Jack(s) 

Charge 

34.75 

3.00 

There is no itemiz.\tion or reference to the $25 or $75 labor charges that subsequently 

appeared on Mr. Ogg's bill as the result of the same service connection. As mentioned 

earlier, the confirmation feiter did include the foJlowing disclaimer, located in the 

middle of a full page 01 text on a separate sheet of paper: "If you ordered instalJation or 

rearrangen\ent of inside wire (rom PacifiC Be)), labor ch<trgcs are not shown. TIley will 

be provided by your insl<l1ter during the visit." 
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From the company's perspective, this disclaimer would seem to explain why the 

work it performed that related to jacks would appear as a $3 charge b\ the confirmation 

letter, but as a $103 charge on the actual bill. However, it is reasonable to expect that a 

customer would remain confused. In a situation such as this/the confirmation letter is 

not even generated until after the \~'()rk has been done. A $3 charge lor a jack made 

sense to Mr. Ogg, since he assumed that any wiring-related work would have been 

covered by his Inside Wire Repair Plan. It made no sense to Mr; Ogg that the con'lpany 

would claim that the charge (or the work was $3 if it was actually much more. It is 

certainly not logical to state that the charge for cOlmecting a jack is $3 if that amount 

only pays for the materials. The confirmation letter d{)('s not state that this is a materials 

charge. To the contrary, the $3 charge is listed next to the charge for connecting a 

residential service line ($34.75), which is not specifically a charge (or materials. 

There are various ways in which the confirmation letter could be rnore 

informative and less confusing. It would be best if the letter simply provided all of the 

charges (or the work. \Vhen the letter is sent out after the work is completed, it could 

report on all actual charges. When it is sent oul before the work is completed, it could 

prOVide the applicable material and labor rates. For instance, if it costs $75 to install a 

jack and $3 for the materials, then the confirmation letter should so state. At the very 

least, if a stated charge (or something like a jack is only (or materials and if the company 

is Ukely to impose an additional labor charge, then the confirmation letter should say so 

-- not in two different places within a longer document, but in one place. For example: 

"Charge for the Connection of One Jack: $3 Plus Labor." To do less is potentially 

misleading. 

The record suggests that this confusion may result (rom a blurring of the 

boundaries of tarilfed and untariffed services within Pacific Bell. Tom G. Sans works for 

Pacific Bell as a product manager (or inside wiring. He is responsible (or setting the 

policies and prices and reviewing the procedures used in performing inside wiring 

installation and repair. According to Sans, the confirmation letter Is intended to refer 

only to tariffed charges. He states that Pacific DelI keeps untarHled charges out of the 

confirmation letter so that it does not have to pay part of the cost of the underlying 
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computer system wilh unregulated revenues. The charge for labor related to -installing a 

jack is not tariffed and therefore does not appear in the confirmation lelter. However, 

the materials charge for the jack is in tarli(s, so it docs appear in the confirmation letter. 

Sans acknowJedges that this materials charge is related to unregulated work and that it 

should be removed (rom the company's tariffs. He states that the only reason this has 

not been done is that the company has not performed the necessary paperwork. 

This statement suggests that Pacific Bell has not successfully revised all of it 

tariffs to remOVe inappropriate references to competitive services. \Ve will direct Pacific 

Bell to file a report with the Telecommunications Division withia\ 90 days identifying 

the tariffs that should be changed in order to appropriately reflect the separation of 

regulated and unregulated services and stating the company's plans for rcnloving or 

changing these tariffs. However, tariff changes, alone, will not eliminate the confusiOll 

that resulfs when the same company performs various services for a customer and does 

not dearly define the applicable charges and explain the customer's rights and 

responsibilities. \Ve note, for instance, that it is the company's pr"clice to send to the 

customer a confirmation letter for installation work but not [or repair work. The 

possibility that this practice can contribute to customer confusion is evident when a 

company representative makes a single visit to perform both instaJlation and repair 

work. 

While we do not want to guide the company's hand as it writes letters to its 

cllstomers, we have reason for concern when a company practice has a tendency to 

mislead or confuse. For the reasons stated abo\'e, we lind that Pacific Bell's order 

confirmation pmctices fit this description, \Ve will direct the company to reconsider its 

confirmaHon practices and discuss its proposed changes with the Commission's Public 

Advisor and Telecommunications Division. \Ve will further direct the company to 

report its proposed changes to the Commission within 90 days. If Pacific Bell fails to 

adequately address this concern, we will consider taking further aclion. 
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Taking Steps to Ensure Billing Accuracy 

The record reflects that it is the company's practice to have its tcchnicians usc a 

hand·held, (emote computer terminal to enter all relevant in(ormatk.n about services 

provided to a customer and that the company's computers then automatically generate 

a bill for those services. This process pu'ts heavy reliance on the accuracy of the 

information proVided by the technician. For instance, the system offers two separate 

paths -- one for installation work and the other for repair work. A technician might 

mistakenly go down the w(Ong path and inadVertently charge the customer mote or 

less than is appropriate (or the work that was done. The tcchnician is asked to make 

judgments about regulated versus unregulated service areas that may be influenced by 

misunderstandings or by incentives that are not revealed by the e\riden~e currently 

before llS. Pacific Bell does not appear to have a systematic program to audit these input. 

decisions and ensure that they are accurate. 

\Ve will direct Pacific Bell to confer with the Telecommunications Division about 

its curtent auditing practices and changes necessary to ensure the accuracy of the 

record-keeping and billing practices addressed in this decision. This process should be 

completed within the next 90 days. \Ve will direct the Telecommunications Division to 

report to liS on its recommendations for further actions, if needed. 

Condusion 

\Vith the help of Mr. Ogg and Pacific Bell .. this proceeding has caused us to 

identify several \vays in which the c:ompany's Cllrrent practices may contribute to 

customer confusion and a blurring of the boundaries between regulated and 

unregulated products and services. This decision initiates a series of activities that are 

designed 10 ret-{uce this confusion and improve the company's accountability as it 

continues to offer both regulated and unregulated products and services. 

Findings of Fact 

1. Pacific BeB has charged for work it did not do, which raises the c:oncem that the 

utility may haVe done so in other instances, as well. 
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2. The complainant is not seeking any billing adjustment (or himself but requests an 

investigalion o(biJIing and notice practices. 

3. It is appropriate (or Pacific Bell to have charged Mr.Ogg $75 charge for pulling 

wires to add the new line at a second existing jack location. 

4. Under Pacific Bell's Current practices, there is significant potential for customers 

requesting repair or installation service to be left uncertain about their rights alld 

obligations, the nature of the work that needs to be done (such as whether or not the 

request invokes inside wiring work) and the charges that wiJI apply. 

5. Although a careful reading of all of the language in Pacific Bell's disconnection 

notice should iMom\ the custonl.er that he or she may need only pay some of the 

o\'erdue charges in order to avoid disconnection, a quick reading of the disconnection 

notice provides an oppOsite impression. 

6. Pacific BeJl has not 5uccessfully revised all of it tariffs to remove inappropriate 

rciereI\cc?s to competitive services. 

7. Pacific BeJl's installation-order confirmation practkcs have a tendency to t1\(s]ead 

or confuse customers. 

8. Pacific Bell docs not appear to have ~ systernatic program to audit and ensure the 

accuracy of the electronic-input decisions that technicians make \vhen updating 

customer records with hand-held cornputers while working in the field. 

9. The record in this proceeding docs not demonstrate that Pacific BeJl has willfully 

tried to deceive irs custOmers by blurring the distinction between its service initiation, 

installation and repair otferings. 

Conclusions of law 

1. The CommissiOJl should direct the COllsumer Services Division to review Pacific 

Bell's service and billing records to determine whether or not there is a pattern of 

mischarging and report back to us within 180 days. 

2. The Commission should require Pacific Bell to work with the 

Telecommunications Division and the Public Advisorls Ofiice to develop a better way 
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to communicate the distinctions betwccn service initialion~ installation and repair work; 

and between tariffed and unlariffcd services. 

3. The Commission should direct Pacific Bell to work with the Commission's Public 

Advisor to develop new wording for irs dis~onnection notice and subnlit proposed new 

notice language to this Conlmission by advice letter within 90 days. 

4. The Commission should direct Pacific Bell to file a report with the 

Tehxommunications Division within 90 days identifying tariffs that should be changed 

in order to appropriately reflect the separation of regulated and unregulated services, 

and stating the company's plans (or remOVing or changing these tarilis. 

S. The Commission should requirelhat Pacific Bell re<;onsidcr its confirmation 

practices and discuss its proposed changes with the Commission's Public Advisor; it 

should report its proposed- changes to the Commission within 90 days. 

6. The Commission should requir~ PacifiC Bell to c(mEer with the 

Telffommunkations Division about its current auditing practices and changes 

necessary to ensute the accuracy of the record keeping and billing activities addressed 

in this decision. 

7. Although the record f.n this procccding does not demonstrate that Pacific Bell has 

wilUully tried to deceh'e its customers by blurring the distinction between its service 

initiationl installation and repair services~ this docket should remain open to receive 

reports from the Consumer Services Division~ the Telecommunications Division and the 

Public Advisor's Office that may be relevant to this inquiry. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Consumer Services Division shall review Pacific Bell servke and bnting 

records to determine whether or not there is a pattern of mischargin~ as discussed 

abovel and report back to this Commissio!, in this Docket within 180 days. 

2. Pacific Bell shall work with the Consumer Services Division and the Public 

Advisor's Office to develop a better way to communicate the distinctions between 

service initiation, installation and rcpair workj and between tari((cd and untariffed 
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sen'ices. Pacific Bell shall report to the Commission in this docket within 60 days as to 

its proposed means for doing this. 

3. Pacific Bell shall \ ... 'ork with the Commission's Public Advisor to develop new 

wording for its disconnection nolice and to submit proposed new notke language to 

this Commission by advice letter within 90 days. 

4. \Vithin 90 days, Pacific Ben shall file a report with the Telecommunications 

Division identifying the tarilfs that should he changed in order to appropriately reflect 

the separation of regulated and unregulated services, and stating the company's plans 

for removing Or changing these tariffs. 

5. Pacific Bell shall reconsider its confirmation practices and discuss its proposed 

changes with the Con\mission's Public Ad\,isor. Within 90 days, the company shall 

report its proposed changes to the Commission in this Docket. If Pacific Ben fails to 

adequately address this concern, the Commission will consider taking further action. 

6. Pacific Bell shall confer with the TetecomI1lllilications Division about its ClIfrent 

auditing practices and changes necessary to ensure the accuracy of the r('(old keeping 

and billing activities addressed in this decision. This process should be completed 

within the next 90 days. the Telecommunications Division shall report to us in this 

Docket on its recommendations for further actions, if needed. 
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7. The assigned Adrninistrative Law Judge, in consuttation with Director of 

TeJe('omnlunkations Division shall ad\'ise the Con'lmtssion b)' febrllary I, 1998, as to 

whether any further (ornlal investigations is warranted. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated September 24,1997, at San Francisco, California. 

JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAs 

Commissioners 

President P. Gregory Conlon, being l1et'essarily 
absent, did not participate. 
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